
Lucio Battisti:
Amarsi Un Po’
(Luca Cazal sum-
mer edit) (white
label)
“Battisti was a great
singer-songwriter from early-Seventies’
Italy. Luca Cazal has done this great
Balearic edit.” – Severino, Horse Meat
Disco/Yes We KAN’T DJ/Hyena Stomp.

Tensnake: Coma
Cat (Defected) 
“A brilliant happy
record. Works every
inch of the dance-
floor!” – Serge
Santiago, Retro/Grad

Swing Kids:
Nonsense (Dogs)
“There’s some amazing
Latino/jazz/tech 
house doing the
rounds in Ibiza. A 

great party record.” – Cagedbaby, DJ 
and producer.

Chilly Gonzales:
Never Stop
(Phantasy) 
“I particularly like Erol
Alkan’s re-working. 
It’s amazing – 

proper jacking house.” – Justin 
Robertson, DJ/Solitary Cyclist
Records founder

DJ Zinc & Benga
feat. Ms Dynamite:
Wile Out (Bingo
Bass)
“Throws a new light 
on house and garage –
Zinc calls it ‘crack house’ – and has 
rejuvenated the former D&B jock’s 
career.” – Kate Hutchingston, Time Out
clubbing editor

Redlight feat. Miss
Dynamite: What
You Talkin’ About
(MTA)
“One of the most excit-
ing producers in the
UK.” – Chase and Status

Seemingly on its knees and considered a bloated wreck just a few years ago, the dance sector has
returned to its roots and returned as a bigger commercial and creative force than ever before

THIS SUMMER THE DANCE SECTOR is bristling with con-
fidence, and with good reason. One only needs to glance
at the Top 40 to see that a big portion of today’s hit artists
use a dance template, among them Roll Deep, Chase and
Status, Flo-Rida, Swedish House Mafia, Yolanda Be Cool
& DCUP, Kelly Rowland and David Guetta, to name just
a few.

Positiva/Virgin A&R director Jason Ellis, whose sign-
ings include Deadmua5, Japanese Popstars and Riva
Starr’s I Was Drunk, believes dance acts are benefiting
from the market swinging back towards electronic music,
“For the last 18 months there’s been a real shift; people
are looking for something fresh,” he says. 

One such artist that Ellis sees as benefiting from the
swing of the purchasing pendulum is Virgin’s David
Guetta, who is enjoying considerable success on both
sides of the Atlantic. “David was coming into contact with
artists like will.i.am and Kelly Rowland through his Fuck
Me I’m Famous parties and had the vision to marry urban
US music and European electronic music,” says Ellis.

Over at Time Out, its club editor Kate Hutchinson is
seeing a diversity of fresh talent emerging from the UK’s
underground across myriad micro-genres. “There’s the
new mash-up or ‘bass’ scene; the disco scene; indie-electro
crossover, the dress-up and retro scene; the deep house
and techno scene; the funky and minimal dubstep scenes;

Dance
By Ben Osborne

and drum & bass is also having a revival with Hospital
and RAM Records being the only two residencies to max
out Matter’s [3,000] capacity,” says Hutchinson. 

From the rawest bass and disco clubs to the glossiest
VIP party, the dance sector’s renaissance demonstrates
the genre has rebounded spectacularly since plummeting
from popularity around the turn of the millennium.  

“Dance music had been so huge [in 2000] it became
very bloated and unsexy,” says Johnno Burgess, part of
the respected team behind new London club XOYO and
founder of the Bugged Out night and Jockey Slut maga-
zine. “Everything imploded in the mainstream around
2001 after the millennium’s crazy New Year’s
Eve prices,” he continues.

For FRUKT creative director Jack Horner the genre’s
fall from grace became plain to see. “What went wrong
with dance music became clear to me when I saw a pair of
Hed Kandi-branded hair tongs in TK Maxx,” he says.

“There was a generational backlash in the UK,” adds
Matt Learmouth, who heads up veteran dance PR com-
pany Alchemy. “Once certain styles or related music
brands are overexposed, they’re deemed no longer cool by
the next generation.”

Despite the slump in dance’s mainstream appeal,
Burgess traces the shoots of its regeneration back to

2001. “Electroclash came through the underground in
2001 and was very inspiring. DJs were more interested in
music than their fees and there was a raft of new charis-
matic, creative people. That was a real shot in the arm.” 

Since then a plethora of scenes have been nurturing
artists and producers from the ground up. “Time spent
in the cold can be good,” says Learmouth. “It lets scenes
regroup. Drum & bass was out of the spotlight for sever-
al years, but that didn’t mean it had disappeared.”

“We have seen a resurgence in the mainstream for
drum & bass because of the development of new artists,”
agrees veteran DJ Andy C, whose imprint, Ram Records,
helped launch the careers of Sub Focus and Chase and
Status. “Drum & bass is part of the electronic music land-
scape now and far more understood. Its popularity on the
underground never wavered. In dance music it’s impor-
tant to keep a solid foundation.”

Ellis believes the current crop of experienced and
level-headed artists are key to that foundation. “I have
seen the boom-and-bust cycle in dance before, but it feels
more established and stable this time,” he says. “Artists
have their house in order. There’s a good groundswell,
whatever genre of electronic music you look at.”

Dance producer Thomas Gandey – aka Cagedbaby –
believes the difficult economic conditions have helped
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DECKS ON FIRE 

“When I was first involved,
Deadmau5 just had the

mouse head…now he’s playing
Brixton with two articulated

trucks of production” 
STEPHEN KEMPNER,

SHERIDANS
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refine dance’s offering. “The dance industry seems to be a
bit more focused as the profits are not as forthcoming.
The circle is coming round again, but everything seems 
more integrated.”

James Pitt, founder of Your Army DJ promo service
and the Cheap Thrills label, agrees. “There’s new music
and genres being generated that have thrived outside the
mainstream for years – with people doing it for the love,”
he says.

Dance music has always consisted of numerous, often
conflicting, sub-sects, but the current scene, buoyed by
the sharing of ideas online, is seeing fans, artists and DJs
adopt a more open-minded approach. 

“There is less of the tribe mentality,” says Pitt. “It used
to be if you were into techno or drum & bass that’s all you
were into. DJs, online media, web radio and blogs are
important now, so people are consuming in different
ways and not just reading NME or Mixmag. And people
like Sub Focus [combine] drum & bass and house. It’s
taking the best of UK music and creating a new sound.”

“DJs and audiences are less into samey sets and favour
a more mixed-up approach,” adds Burgess. “Skream
might drop an track by The xx and I heard Drop The
Lime play Elvis. The rise in festival culture has made DJs
more aware of how much brilliant music is out there.”

The internet has also seen dance fans experiment with
numerous sub-genres . “People can access music that pre-
viously only the DJ with the biggest record collection had
access to,” says Hutchinson. “The younger generation DJs
don’t care about purity – they crave variety.”

DJ Justin Robertson believes that a major contributor
to dance music’s current confidence is the marriage of
DIY culture to new technology. “DIY has been with us for
a while, but there’s an even more back-to-basics ethos.
Dance music was probably first to be properly hit by
physical recession, but it also reacted quicker than other
areas. It’s been an early adopter of the new realities of dig-
ital sales, so it’s in very good shape.”

“There are more specialist outlets available to dance
music,” explains Jonas Stone of EPM, a dance PR agency
that is evolved into a one-stop digital solution company. 

His company is an example of how technology has
completely changed some dance businesses. “Setting up a
digital distribution company came about during 2003
when digital was starting to be taken seriously,” explains
Stone. “Since then digital’s grown into the driving force
and become our core business – delivering marketing and
sales on a global level.”

Ben Turner, director of management and brand part-
nerships company Graphite and co-director of the
International Music Summit (IMS), with Pete Tong, says
dance music’s bad press in the Noughties forced it to cre-
ate a community online, with positive results. “The 
genre had to connect with its audience via the internet;
you could strip out traditional media and the scene
wouldn’t suffer,” he says.

“Dance is historically a minority thing, with its roots
in Hispanic, black and gay communities,” says Pitt. “The
early adopters tap into that sort of culture because it’s
seen as a being away from tepid pop music.”

When it comes to digital sales, despite industry-wide
compilation sales being down more than 10% on last
year, Ministry of Sound head of compilations Alice
Scholfield believes the growth of online retail has offered
an opportunity for dance. “Digital is a natural progres-
sion for us,” she says. “We’re careful to treat physical and
digital in the same way. It’s always the same compilation
and it still sells as many.”

UK dance is also performing confidently on the
international stage, with the recent UKTI/BPI Trade
Mission to Japan illustrating the appetite for British-
made dance music abroad. Within days of touchdown in
Tokyo, UK dance label Exploding Chicken had inked
two deals. 

Turner says that new confidence was evident at this
year’s IMS in Ibiza. “When we launched the IMS [in
2008] the genre was coming out of a dip. We could see a
difference in the incredible positivity this year. That’s
been reflected in Ibiza as a whole; people say it’s the best
[it has been] there for 15 years.”

“Ibiza is booming,” confirms Gandey, who has been a
resident DJ at the island’s legendary club Space. “There’s
so much great live music. Lots of artists are now going
much further than DJing, which is really refreshing.”

The success of the dance sector has helped provoke a
wave of 360-degree deals involving live revenue streams.
“The nature of labels is that they want to be in the live
world and their assumption is that DJs are making a lot
of money live and don’t have the huge costs that bands
have. Labels want to be a part of that,” says music lawyer
Stephen Kempner, partner at Sheridans Solicitors. 

“DJs are becoming artists in their own right, develop-
ing themselves as brands. Deadmua5 is a classic exam-
ple,” says Kempner. “When I was first involved,
Deadmau5 just had the mouse head [stage outfit]. Now
he’s playing Brixton with two articulated trucks of pro-
duction. It’s changing hugely for dance artists and it’s
worked well with EMI, as they’re now involved in the
merchandise side.”

“It feels like dance music has moved on from a super-
star DJ to a superstar artist. It’s about exploiting that
brand,” adds Kempner.

Another indicator of the dance market’s rude health
is the increasing number of mainstream commercial
brands seeking to tie in with the sector. Red Bull has
been actively looking to reach into dance communities
and nurture new talent. It helped launch acts such as
Flying Lotus and Jackmaster, while also being involving
with established artists such as Moodymann, Carl Craig,
Theo Parrish and Derrick May.

“We started the Red Bull Music Academy in 1998
because we wanted to give something meaningful back
to a scene which played a huge role in the evolution of
our brand,” says Red Bull UK head of culture Natasha
Manley.

“Red Bull has been deeply rooted in dance music,
whether it’s through the Academy or our recently

opened Red Bull Studio in London,” she continues. “For
the last few years Sónar has asked us to curate one of
their main stages and the studio is proving to be a real
attraction.  We’ve recently had Diplo, LVis 1990, Drop
The Lime, Switch, MJ Cole, Ty, Mumdance, Jesse Rose
and Fake Blood in the studio at the same time.”

Sav Ramzi, director of branding and music events
company Intone, says brand activity in the live dance
market can generate strong exposure both at the event
and online. “[Branded] arenas at festivals, such as Rizla’s,
have enjoyed massive success and we produced a fantas-
tic tour with Gilles Peterson for Havana Club. But digi-
tal content also means a gig attended by only 50 people
can be shared with millions.”

Turner believes the dance sector’s association with
clubs and social networks makes it a natural target for
creative brand partnerships. “The [dance] demographic 
is red-hot and its association with clubs is spot on, 
but the old days of just badging DJs aren’t there any-
more,” he says. 

“We’ve just done a deal with Burn, Coca-Cola’s ener-
gy drink. They’ve come up with a powerful music offer-
ing called Burn Studios. They’re working with Richie
Hawtin, which is a big decision for an artist like Richie
because of his underground status. But when a brand
comes up with a context that will benefit music creators
around the world, you look at it,” says Turner.

There is little doubt that dance is beating its way back
into the nation’s consciousness and, according to Justin
Robertson, the wealth of creative talent on offer means
that he is looking to the future with a strong sense of
optimism.

“You get periods when there are gluts of music but
the quality isn’t there. Now it’s extraordinary how high
the quality is,” he enthuses. “There are labels emerging
every week and people who’ve been there for a while put-
ting out good new music. There is lots of good music,
rather than just lots of music.”
ben.osborne2@btopenworld.com

The Phill
Devotions: Hurt So
Bad (Dimitri from
Paris edit) (BBE)
“Dimitri's edit has given
an old song a new

lease of life. It had the youngsters 
freaking.” – Ashley Beedle, DJ/producer

Kris Menace feat.
Emil: Walking On
The Moon
(Newstate)
“The most tweeted
track on Hype

Machine, championed by Annie Mac, 
re-sung by Emil and slated for release
early October.” – James Pitt, Your 
Army founder

Vato Gonzalez:
Badman Riddim
(Ministry of
Sound) 
“The records from the
resorts are coming

through now and we’ve picked-up
Badman Riddim.” – Alice Scholfield, head
of compilations, MoS

Midnight Magic:
Beam Me Up
(Permanent
Vacation) 
“This summer has been
all about Midnight
Magic.”–  Simon Lee, Faze Action/DJ

The Diplomats:
Salute (remix)
“The beat’s just com-
pletely ridiculous.” –
Sinden, The Count and
Sinden

Jocks in their box II dance tastemakers tip their future anthems

Features 
“What went wrong with dance music
became clear to me when I saw a pair of
Hed Kandi-branded hair tongs in TK Maxx” 
JACK HORNER, FRUKT
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won worldwide
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past 18 months

LEFT
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Sub Focus is one of
the many artists
responsible for the
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